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Overview
of Klober

History
Klober was founded in 1960 in
Schwelm, Germany. The philosophy
of the company was to manufacture
ventilation pipes on an industrial scale
which could be installed on any roof
– no matter what the pitch. During the
seventies, the product range grew to
include safety and support products
as well as walkway systems and roof
windows. By the start of the 1990’s 
Klober entered the market with vapour
permeable membranes which strongly
influenced the way roofs were
constructed.

The development of a ridge and hip
solution also changed the installation
methods within the whole industry. In
1997, Klober completed its offer for
permeable underlays with the
introduction of vapour control layers.

Its first overseas venture took place in
1985 when Klober established itself in
the UK. Since then the company has
continued to strengthen its position as
a leading player in the European market
by opening more subsidiaries in 
Austria, France, Italy, Poland and 
Belgium. Finally, in order to improve 
direct contact with its clients, Klober 
has recently set up sales organisations
in Slovakia and the Czech Republic.

Technical support
Klober offers technical advice and 
design support on how best to 
incorporate its products into specific 
building types or particular forms and 
techniques of construction, whether for 
refurbishment or new-build projects. 
The service includes:
•   Telephone helpline 
     +44 (0)1332 813 050
•   CPD approved seminars
•   Computerised U-value calculations
•   Condensation risk analyses
•   Site visits by technical staff
•   Copies of relevant test reports and
     certification
•   Product samples
•   Technical literature
•   Help and advice on roof detailing 
     and on meeting the requirements of 
     Building Regulations

Klober is a leading manufacturer of high-quality universal roofing ventilation and 
accessory products.

With offices in 7 countries and sales European wide, Klober is truly a European  
company.

Its strategy is to supply the market with universal products, making specifying,
ordering and installing both easy and fast.

Its product range is unrivalled and covers the following areas:
• Roofing underlays, wall membranes, vapour control layers and tapes
• Dry fix, eaves and valleys
• Prismax® daylight roofing
• Trapac® snow and safety
• Venduct® tile and slate vents
• Flavent® flat roofing

Klober is dedicated to building long-term relationships with its customers and partners, 
working together to understand market requirements to help design and develop new, 
fit-for purpose products whilst continuing to improve its existing range.

Quality
Klober uses performance and wind tunnel testing to ensure that its products are
fully fit for purpose. Fire, abrasion, weather tightness and tear tests are just a few 
of the areas which are used to ensure safety, longevity and durability. Strict quality 
measures are in place throughout the entire lifecycle of a product - from the initial 
development of a prototype to the full production roll-out. Later, during the main 
production run, quality checks are carried out on a daily basis. As a result, Klober 
continues to improve the quality of its products and production methods.

Environment
Looking after the environment is not just a phrase for Klober. Even at the first stage 
of sourcing raw materials, Klober considers the impact on the environment. Valuable 
raw materials are conserved and as such the environment is protected. 

Klober’s Permo® air-open and vapour-permeable underlays, for example, are a pure 
polyolefin product that can easily be recycled and can even be categorised as 
a normal household waste.

Certification
All of Klober’s products conform to the relevant Building Regulations and British
Standards and, where appropriate, are BBA, BRE, IAB and CE certified.

FM95146
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Contact details & 
product range

Venduct® 
tile & slate vents

Trapac® 
snow & safety 

 
Prismax® 
daylight roofing

Dry fix roofing, 
eaves & valleys

Flavent® 
flat roofing 

Underlays & sealing
products

+44 (0)1332 813 050

You can contact us by:

Phone
Sales:          0800 783 3216 
Technical/
Switchboard:  +44 (0)1332 813 050

Email
General:            info@klober.co.uk
Technical:          technical@klober.co.uk

Website
For information on Klober products, 
how to find your nearest stockist, 
literature downloads, training days, 
useful industry links, regulations and 
Klober’s product certifications visit: 
www.klober.co.uk

Area account manager
See map opposite

Fax
General:  +44 (0)1332 814 033

Post
Klober Ltd
Unit 6F
East Midlands Distribution Centre
Short Lane
Castle Donington
Derbyshire
DE74 2HA
UK

Guarantee
All products supplied by Klober Ltd are 
covered by a 10 year guarantee against 
manufacturing defect. Products are not 
covered for colour stability, poor work-
manship or incorrect installation.

All products should be installed as per 
our literature/fixing instructions and/
or guidelines set out in BS5534, BS5250 
and our BBA/BRE/IAB certificates.

07764 907138

07702 952061

07702 952076

07702 952095
07764 907136

07702 952052

•
KLOBER
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Dry Verge
Klober’s Uni-Dry Verge suits most 
concrete interlocking tiles. The neat 
interlocking Units preserve a ‘stepped’ 
appearance to the verge. 
Suitable for refurbishment and new-
build, the Uni-Line Continuous Dry 
Verge range consists of three extruded 
PVC profiles, available in a range of 
colours to blend with most tiles, slates 
and white bargeboards. They secure the 
verge tiles and slates against wind uplift – 
without the need for mortar.

Introduction
Dry-Fix roofing is the term used to
describe the mechanical fixing of the
roof perimeter at the ridge, hip and 
verge without the use of mortar.

Traditional mortar bedding is still the
most widely used fixing method in
England and Wales, in contrast to
Scotland, where 80% of roofing is
already mechanically fixed. However,
the increased incidence of storms 
over the last few years has clearly
highlighted the unreliability of mortar.

The gradual switch to Dry-Fix roofing
in Britain and Ireland looks set to
gather greater momentum. Considering
all the advantages, it is not difficult to 
see why.

Why Dry-Fix?
The roof is the most exposed part of
any building. Using mortar to secure
vulnerable areas of the roof, such as
the verge, will inevitably lead to future
maintenance. Differential movement
causes mortar to crack and no reliance
should be placed on its tensile or shear 
strength.The action of frost and rain 
will exploit the development of hairline 
cracks.

In contrast, because Dry-Fix roofing is
mechanically fixed:

•   It is safe and secure and offers
     better resistance to wind uplift and
     water penetration

•   It complies with BS 5534
     requirements for mechanical fixing

•   Fixing need not be a problem in bad
     weather because, unlike mortar,   
     many Dry-Fix roofing products can   
     be easily installed, even in damp and
     frosty conditions

•   Fixing is fast and simple, without the
     mess and inconvenience of mixing,
     carrying and using mortar

•   No special skills or tools are 
     required. Consequently, Dry-Fix 
     roofing can prove highly cost-
     effective. It also means a more 
     consistent appearance, with none
     of the longer-term maintenance
     problems and costs associated with     
     mortar bedding.

Dry Ridge & Hip
The Uni-Dry Ventilating Ridge works 
with the majority of concrete interlocking 
tiles and slates as well as half round and 
universal angle ridge tiles. It produces a 
neat ridge line of traditional appearance 
and also provides high-level ventilation.
Roll-Fix® Kit is highly vapour-permeable, 
yet completely weatherproof. Designed 
to drape down over the top row of tiles 
on either side, the lower corrugated 
portion is finished with a durable, 
UV-stable coloured aluminium.
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Eaves Ventilation & Closure
Klober offers options for ventilating at the eaves as well as protecting against the 
entry of birds, vermin and debris:
Eaves Filler Combs & Closures
Valley Troughs: a complete range of universally designed, high performance valley 
troughs for tile or slate roofs are available to provide a weatherproof junction.
Rafter trays: a range of rafter trays are available to allow ventilation into the roof 
space and prevent insulation blocking the ventilation path. 
Underlay Support Trays: protect the roofing underlay from UV degradation, ensure 
underlays do not sag between rafters and preventing ponding behind the fascia.

CDM
The Construction (Design and
Management) Regulations place a duty
of care on designers to select building
components that minimise health 
and safety risks, not only during 
construction, but also during future 
maintenance. The use of Dry-Fix roofing 
eliminates the need to repair failed 
mortar bedding, therefore avoiding 
future maintenance work and improving
safety on site.

Klober Dry-Fix roofing
Klober Dry-Fix roofing products enjoy 
many unique features. Most important 
of these is universal design – making 
life easier for specifiers, installers and 
stockists – leading to greater efficiency 
and flexibility all round. The Uni-Dry 
Ventilating Ridge, for instance, works 
with the majority of concrete interlocking 
tiles as well as natural and fibre cement 
slates and plain tiles. It can be used 
with most concrete half round 
and universal angle ridge tiles, machine 
made clay half round ridge and plain 
angle. Uni-Dry Verge suits most 
concrete interlocking tiles with a batten 
gauge from 280mm to 345mm. Uni-Line 
Continuous Dry Verge, with a range of 
profiles, suits most slate and popular 
concrete tiles.
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Condensation - a rising problem
Condensation is a symptom of modern living and of today’s preoccupation with 
saving energy by minimising heat loss. The increased presence of central heating, 
showers and modern domestic appliances produces greater amounts of water vapour 
in the home. An unvented tumble drier alone can emit as much as 7.5 litres per day. 
Matters are made worse by the fact that these moisture-producing activities are often 
concentrated at certain times of the day, followed by long periods when the house is 
either unoccupied or unheated. 

In addition, through greater draught proofing, double glazing and fewer open fire 
places, ventilation is reduced throughout the home - encouraging this moistureladen 
air to rise into the roof space. Here too, natural ventilation is virtually eliminated 
through the use of underlay. The traditional roof void is also cold because of the 
presence of thicker insulation material. So as the warm, moisture-laden air rises from 
below, it cools, reaches dewpoint, and condenses on cold surfaces.

If left unchecked, this condensation can cause severe damage to the fabric of the 
building. Timber can rot, weakening the structure. Wetting will cause timber and
timber-based materials to swell and distort, permanently damaging sarking boards 
and wall plates. Metal corrosion can occur on components such as roof truss nail 
plates. Insulation materials will absorb dripping water and lose their thermal effectiveness. 
Ceilings could be damaged by condensation soaking through. Electrical circuits could 
be affected. Mould growth will form, and anything stored in the loft could be  
permanently damaged.

Solution
There are two solutions to prevent excessive condensation forming in a roof void, 
one is to ventilate in the traditional way and the other is to use a vapour permeable 
underlay that allows the roof structure to breathe. 

Klober can offer both, providing a wide range of eaves ventilation systems, slate 
ventilators and tile ventilators along with a range of air-open and vapour-permeable 
underlays that all have BBA or IAB Certification.

In recognition of the increased importance of controlling condensation, both the 
Approved Document of the Building Regulations and the British Standard relating 
to ventilation have been revised. A summary of the main requirements which apply
generally to all new and existing buildings is given here, with specific situations tabled 
overleaf. It should be noted, however, that anything differing markedly from typical 
domestic situations may need special consideration.

The Klober roof ventilation products featured on the following pages have been 
specifically designed to provide the most simple and cost-effective solution to 
Condensation. They can be used in new build, re-roofing and refurbishment 
situations, and through their universal nature will simplify specifications and speed 
up installation.

Making the right choice of ventilation
The diagrams are designed to provide an at-a-glance guide to ventilation requirements 
for the most common roof types and the Klober products that can be used for them. 
In many cases, there is a choice of suitable products.

Product selection will depend on several factors – such as whether it is new build, 
re-roofing or refurbishment work and whether ventilation is preferred through the 
soffit or over the fascia. The ventilation requirements are the minimum levels set out 
in the Building Regulations and BS 5250.There may well be instances where additional 
ventilation is thought advisable. 

Unusual roof types will demand special consideration.

Condensation



BS 5250: 2002 The Control of Condensation in Buildings looks at recommendations to
limit the amount of interstitial and surface condensation forming in building structures
including roofs. 

The Standard makes recommendations into preventing excessive condensation 
forming in roof voids by looking at the two types of underlay used in pitched roofing, 
the air tightness of the ceiling below the roof structure, and the provision of roof void 
ventilation when using both types of underlay. 

Non-ventilated roof structures are not covered in BS 5250: 2002, but it recommends 
the following:
“Where no ventilation to the roof space is proposed, it is recommended that 
reference be made to the conditions attached to Technical Approvals given by 
UKAS (or European equivalent) accredited technical approval bodies”

If you decide to provide a non ventilated roof system that will meet with Building
Regulation approval, the underlay must have third party certification which states 
that it can be used on a roof without the provision for ventilation and that the 
procedures and fitting are carried out in accordance with the conditions stated 
in the BBA Certificate. 

Permo® air, Permo® forte and Permo® light are BBA certified to be used in roof 
structures without ventilation and would therefore meet this recommendation. 

The information detailed below is only a brief summary of the recommendations 
stated in the pitched roof section of BS 5250: 2002. 

Underlay Types
HR Underlays
Are non-vapour permeable underlays 
such as Sepa® forte or Sepa® light 
and have a water vapour resistance of 
greater than 0.25 MNs/g. These  
underlays should be fully ventilated.
LR Underlays
Are air-open, vapour-permeable  
underlays such as Permo® air, Permo® 
forte and Permo® light and have a water 
vapour resistance of less than 
0.25 MNs/g. 
The standard also looks at providing 
improved ceiling airtightness which 
will apply to both type HR and LR 
underlays.

Well Sealed Ceiling
•   The design avoids any gaps within 
     the ceiling
•   No loft hatch should be located in or
     adjacent to the kitchen or bathroom
•   Loft hatch covers should have 
     a compressible seal
•   Penetrations through the ceiling are
     permanently sealed
•   The ceiling is sealed to the external   
     walls
•   Recessed light fittings should be 
     IP60, IP65 or have a sealed hood
•   The wall heads of brickwork require 
     sealing

Normal Ceiling
•   a ceiling that is not a well sealed 
     ceiling

Roofs with Large Voids or cold 
roofs
BS 5250 recommends ventilation is 
provided with type LR Underlays, by 
providing the following:
•   Well Sealed Ceiling-3mm continuous 
     low level ventilation.
•   Normal Ceiling – 7mm continuous   
     low level ventilation
If the building contains large quantities 
of water in the construction process 
it recommends that 5mm ventilation 
is provided at high level in conjunction 
with the low level ventilation 
requirements.
If low level ventilation is not preferred 
the Standard recommends a 5mm 
continuous ventilation slot is provided 
at high level. For further details of this 
please refer to page 12 of this brochure.
On a re-roof where the ceiling is not 
being upgraded it recommends that 
a 5mm continuous ventilation slot is 
provided at high level.

The Control 
of Condensation 

in Buildings

FAQs
“What are the advantages of using an air-open or vapour-permeable underlay in 
a non-ventilated pitched roof?”
•   no ventilation products are required, so installation is quicker
•   produces a neater, cleaner looking roof – no tile/slate vents are needed
•   the whole roof area is “Breathing”
•   cost savings

“What measures are required to enable an underlay to be used over an unventilated
pitched roof?”
To limit the amount of water vapour entering the non-ventilated roof space, 
the following design points should be addressed:
•   all gaps around penetrations into the roof space must be properly sealed
•   the loft hatch must have an effective draught seal
•   the rooms directly below the ceiling should have extract fans fitted
•   all water tanks in the roof space must be fully insulated, except underneath and 
     have a cover 
•   vent pipes must not discharge water vapour into the roof space
•   unsealed recessed light fittings should be avoided

“Is a vapour check needed at ceiling level in a non-ventilated cold pitched roof?”
A vapour control layer is not essential, but is advisable over rooms with high 
humidity, such as bathrooms and kitchens, whether the roof is ventilated or not. 
More critical is to seal gaps and holes in the ceiling, which will ‘short circuit’ 
a vapour resistant ceiling.

Roofs with insulation between and/or over the rafters
These types of roof structures are when insulation is installed between and/or 
over the rafters. When using a type LR underlay these roof structures require no 
ventilation providing a well sealed ceiling and a VCL are installed. Ventilation below 
a type LR underlay in a partial fill system is only recommended if an effectively sealed
vapour control layer is not provided. A condensation risk analysis is recommended
for these particular roof systems (see pages 18 and 19 for further details) For tight 
fitting roof coverings, if not determined by testing that they are sufficiently air open, 
the batten space should be ventilated. For roof coverings such as tiles and natural 
slates the batten space does not require any additional ventilation.

BS 5250:2002 
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A  Standard duo-pitch roof 15° pitch and above 
 10mm continuous opening at eaves, with additional high level ventilation 
 of 5mm particularly for pitches over 35° and spans greater than 10m.

Condensation - a rising problem
Condensation is a symptom of modern 
living and of today’s preoccupation 
with saving energy by minimising heat 
loss. The increased presence of central 
heating, showers and modern domestic 
appliances produces greater amounts of 
water vapour in the home. An unvented 
tumble drier alone can emit as much 
as 7.5 litres per day. Matters are made 
worse by the fact that these moisture-
producing activities are often  
concentrated at certain times of the 
day, followed by long periods when the 
house is either unoccupied or unheated. 

In addition, through greater draught 
proofing, double glazing and fewer 
open fire places, ventilation is reduced 
throughout the home - encouraging this 
moisture-laden air to rise into the roof 
space. Here too, natural ventilation is 
virtually eliminated through the use of 
underlays. The traditional roof void is 
also cold because of the presence of 
thicker insulation material. So as the 
warm, moisture-laden air rises from 
below, it cools, reaches dewpoint, and 
condenses on cold surfaces.

If left unchecked, this condensation can 
cause severe damage to the fabric of 
the building. Timber can rot, weakening 
the structure.  Wetting will cause timber 
and timber-based materials to swell and 
distort, permanently damaging sarking 
boards and wall plates. Metal corrosion 
can occur on components such as roof 
truss nail plates. Insulation materials 
will absorb dripping water and lose 
their thermal effectiveness. Ceilings 
could be damaged by condensation 
soaking through. Electrical circuits 
could be affected. Mould growth will 
form, and anything stored in the loft 
could be permanently damaged.

The Ventilation 
Process

C  Flat roof – cold deck or pitched roof less than 15°
 25mm continuous opening on opposite sides.

E  Duo-pitch roof, with ceiling and insulation inclined 
 25mm continuous opening at eaves, with additional high level ventilation 
 of 5mm either side or 5mm at the ridge. 50mm gap between insulation 
 and underlay.

8



Solution
There are two solutions to prevent 
excessive condensation forming in 
a roof void, one is to ventilate in the 
traditional way and the other is to 
use an air open or vapour permeable 
underlay that allows the roof structure 
to breathe. 

Klober can offer both, providing a wide 
range of eaves ventilation systems, 
slate ventilators and tile ventilators 
along with a range of air open and 
vapour permeable underlays that all 
have BBA, BRE or IAB certification.

In recognition of the increased  
importance of controlling condensation, 
both the Approved Document of the 
Building Regulations and the British 
Standard relating to ventilation have 
been revised. 

The Klober roof ventilation products 
featured on the following pages have 
been specifically designed to provide 
the most simple and cost-effective 
solution to condensation. They can be 
used in new build, re-roofing and 
refurbishment situations, and through 
their universal nature will simplify 
specifications and speed up installation.

Making the right choice of 
ventilation
The diagrams are designed to provide 
an at-a-glance guide to ventilation  
requirements for the most common 
roof types and the Klober products that 
can be used for them. In many cases, 
there is a choice of suitable products.

Product selection will depend on  
several factors – such as whether it is 
new build, re-roofing or refurbishment 
work and whether ventilation is preferred 
through the soffit or over the fascia. 
The ventilation requirements are the 
minimum levels set out in the Building 
Regulations and BS 5250. There may 
well be instances where additional 
ventilation is thought advisable. 

Unusual roof types will demand special 
consideration.

The Ventilation 
Process

B Lean-to or mono-pitch roof 15° pitch and above
 10mm continuous opening at eaves, with additional high level ventilation 
 of 5mm. Below 15°, the opening at the eaves should be increased to 25mm.

D Duo-pitch roof 15° pitch and above, with division walls
 10mm continuous opening at eaves, with 5mm continuous opening  
 immediately below and 10mm continuous opening immediately above each 
 division wall.

9
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Roll-Fix® Kit is a universal ventilating 
dry ridge and hip system suitable for 
ventilating most concrete and clay ridge/ 
hip tiles. Available in 4 colours to blend 
in with the roof, it comes in a practical 
all-in-one kit.

Colour range

Terracotta

Dark brown

Anthracite

Copper finish

Installation
To allow ridge ventilation, cut the underlay 30 mm short of apex on each side. The 
method of fixing ridge battens will depend upon the type of roof structure. Once the 
ridge batten is in position, Roll-Fix® is rolled out along the ridge or hip and stapled 
or nailed to the ridge/hip batten. Peel away the adhesive strip’s backing tape and 
push-fit the corrugated side flaps to follow the profile of the tiles. The ridge tiles are 
secured by using the screw and washer provided to fix the Clamping Plate through 
the Ridge Seal into the ridge batten as shown above. Finish the ridge ends with either 
a Klober Ridge End Cap, block end ridge tile or mortar. Full fixing instructions are 
included in Roll-Fix® Kit packs.

Product features & benefits
•   Mortar free 
•   One seal for 1/2 round and universal   
     concrete angle ridge tiles
•   One seal for concrete 1/3 round and 
     uni-angle hips
•   Quick and easy to install, no special      
     tools required
•   Lightweight, safe and easy to handle
•   Vapour permeable
•   Water and wind resistant
•   Self-adhesive butyl strip provides a 
     permanently strong bond
•   No mortar required
•   UV stable
•   No harmful effects on surrounding 
     materials and components
•   Highly resistant to mould growth 
     and fungal attack
•   Highly durable, with a service life 
     similar to roof structure and finishes
•   Available in 4 colours that comple-
     ment most tiles and slates
•   10 year guarantee on all components
•   All in one box

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   Most ridge and hip tiles, including 
     plain clay angle ridge tiles
•   Most slate and tile profiles

Material
Polypropylene membrane with a mesh 
fabric. 
Lower portion of each side flap: UV 
stable coloured aluminium coating or 
applied copper finish

Colours
Anthracite
Copper finish
Dark brown
Terracotta

Dimensions
295 mm roll width x 5m length to 
provide the minimum 75 mm lap over 
the top of the uppermost course of 
tiles/slates
Hip trays (KR5001-1 only)        475mm

Temperature details
Installation temperature      +5 to +40°C
Resistance to temperature -20 to +80°C

Roll-Fix® Kit

Performance

For most tiles it provides high level ventilation, equivalent to at least 5mm continuous opening. 
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Typical example – half round ridge with profiled interlocking tiles

Weight
Box           3.5kg
5m roll          2kg

Packaging
Each kit contains:
•   5m ridge/hip roll
•   Seals
•   Batten Straps
•   Screws
•   Washers
•   Clamping Plates
•   Cro Clips (hip packs only)
•   12 hip trays (KR5001-1 hip kits only)
NB ridge spacers to be purchased 
separately for Flat tiles     22 per pack

Product codes
Concrete Uni Ridge Seal    KR5000
Concrete Universal Hip Seal   KR5001-1
Clay 1/2 Round Ridge Seal      KR5003
Clay Plain Angle Ridge            KR5004 
& Hip Seal 
Ridge spacers     KR967200
(required for Flat tiles)
Additional Kit                          KR 5001-6

Colour codes
Anthracite          0402
Copper finish         0340 
Dark brown            0200
Terracotta          0100

Regulations
•   Ventilates to BS 5250
•   Complies with BS 5534 for  
     mechanical fixing
•   Manufactured to DIN 4108/3

Typical example – hip detail with universal hip tiles

Clamping plate

Ridge-to-ridge seal

Roll-Fix®

Ridge batten

Ridge batten strap

Underlay

Batten

Clamping plate

Concrete universal hip seal

Hip tray
(KR5001-1 only)

Ridge batten

Underlay

           Roll-Fix® Kit



Product features & benefits
•   Secure mechanical fixing avoids   
     wind uplift problems
•   All weather fixing
•   Mortar-free, eliminating wet trades 
     and associated problems
•   Completely weatherproof and 
     maintenance free
•   Incorporates high-level ventilation 
•   Compatible with any verge type 
     – wet or dry
•   Neat attractive appearance
•   Will accommodate settlement or 
     differential movement of the roof 
     structure
•   Prevents the entry of birds and large 
     insects
•   Quick and easy to fix
•   To ventilate flat tiles with half round 
     ridge tiles, Klober Dry Ridge Spacers 
     can be purchased separately

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   Most popular makes of roof 
     tiles and slates except Redland Delta 
     and Deep Profile Clay Pantiles
•   New build or re-roofing on pitches 
     of 15º to 45º
•   Most half round and universal angle    
     ridge tiles
Not suitable for use with gas flues or 
in conjunction with ridge vent terminals.

Material 
Ridge Comb: rigid PVC and non-woven 
acrylic fibre
Ridge Batten Strap: stainless steel
Ridge-to-Ridge Seal: polypropylene
Clamping Plate: stainless steel
Drive Screw: elastometric washer and 
neoprene washer
Ridge Spacers: polypropylene

Colours
Ridge Comb  slate grey
Ridge-to-Ridge Seal black

Dimensions
Ridge comb  1m

Weight (per carton)
13.2kg

 

Installation
To allow ridge ventilation, cut the underlay 30mm short of apex on each side. Before 
fixing top tiling battens, secure a ridge batten in position by nailing Ridge Batten 
Straps to each rafter. If Klober Uni-Dry Verge is being used, the ridge batten must 
overhang the gable wall by 35mm to allow the Ridge End Cap to be fixed. If using a 
block end ridge, no overhang is required. Roof tiles are laid in the normal manner.

Place lengths of Ridge Comb over the ridge tree batten and nail along the entire 
length of the ridge. Position the ridge tiles and connect using Ridge-to-Ridge Seals, 
then secure by screwing through the metal Clamping Plate and the Ridge-to-Ridge 
Seal into the ridge batten. Finish the ridge ends with either a Klober Ridge End Cap, 
block end ridge tile or mortar.

Full fixing instructions are included in Uni-Dry Ventilating Ridge packs.

Ventilation holes enable moisture 
to escape from roof

Comb section with fleece 
backing allows ventilation whilst 
preventing entry of birds and large insects

Uni-Dry 
Ventilating Ridge

12

Performance

For most tiles it provides high level ventilation, equivalent to at least 5mm continuous opening. 



Key
1. Half Round Ridge-to-Ridge Seal
2. Uni-Dry Ridge Comb
3. Universal Angle Ridge-to-Ridge Seal
4. Ridge Batten Strap
5. Ridge-to-Ridge fixing Screw 
    and Washer
6. Clamping Plate 
7.  Ridge Spacer
8. Half Round Clay Seal
9. Flexiseal

Packaging
Each carton contains 3 packs,
each pack contains:
•   5 sections of 1 m Ridge Comb
•   11 Ridge-to-Ridge Seals
•   11 Clamping Plates
•   11 Ridge Seal Screws with washers
•   10 Ridge Batten Straps
•   22 Ridge Spacers
(Angle pack only)
NB 300mm clay ridge packs will 
contain sufficient components to give 
5m of ridge

Product codes – cartons
Half Round Ridge    KR974600
Angle Ridge    KR966800
300mm Clay Half    KR967300 
Round Ridge Flexiseal   KR974500 
   
Additional fixing packs
(if required)
Each pack contains:
11 Clamping Plates
11 Ridge Seal Screws with Washers
11 Ridge-to-Ridge Seals with Washers
11 Ridge Batten Straps

Half Round Fixing Pack     KR974700
Angle Ridge Fixing Pack     KR967100
20 Dry Ridge Spacers Pack     KR967200
(for flat tiles)
Half Round Clay Fixing Pack    KR967800

Regulations
•   Ventilates to BS5250
•   Complies with BS5334 for 
     mechanical fixing

Related products
May be used in conjunction with a wet 
or dry verge system of your choice. For 
a uniform look, use in conjunction with 
Klober’s Uni-Dry Verge system. 
To ventilate flat tiles with Half Round 
ridge tiles Klober Dry Ridge Spacers 
must be purchased separately.

Typical example – half round ridge with profiled interlocking tiles 

Typical example – Scottish example with universal ridge tiles 

Clamping Plate

Universal Angle Ridge-to-Ridge Seal

Ridge Spacer

Uni-Dry Ridge Comb

Ridge Batten

Ridge Batten Strap

Counter Batten

Underlay on sarking board

Batten

Clamping Plate

Half Round Ridge-to-Ridge Seal

Uni-Dry Ridge Comb

Ridge Batten

Ridge Batten Strap

Underlay

Batten

1

2
9 

6

4
5

7

8 
3 

Uni-Dry 
Ventilating Ridge
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Installation
1. The top of the gable wall should be reasonably level and free from obstructions.    
    The roofing felt should be carried across the cavity and the battens fixed in the 
    usual way, ensuring that they finish flush with the other wall or outer edge of the 
    bargeboard. 
2. Select a verge strip of the same or slightly greater length and cut to fit. 
3. Make sure that the verge strip is taken to within 25mm (1”) of the apex at the 
    ridge. At the eaves, a piece should be removed from teh horizontal flange in order 
    to carry the line of the sprocket. (see illustrction A)
4. The horizontal flange of the verge strip is inserted between the batten and the top 
    of the wall (see B).
5. As the tiles are laid, ensure that the verge tiles are extended fully into the verge 
    strip where they will be firmly held (see C).
6. T-strip connectors allow for a sprocket eaves and change in pitch up to 15° (see D).

For the Scot Strip follow the instructions above
but fix directly onto boarding.

The Uni-line Continuous Dry Verge 
provides a watertight and secure mortar 
free verge system suitable for concrete, 
clay interlocking and plain tiles. The  
‘S’ Strip and Scot Strip are suitable for 
use with natural or fibre cement slates.

Product features & benefits
•   Single piece product is quick and    
     easy to install
•   Requires no special tools to install
•   All weather fixing
•   Ideal for use with PVC-U 
     bargeboards, fascias and soffits
•   UV stabilised for long-term 
     protection
•   Prevents entry of birds and large 
     insects
•   Weatherproof
•   Maintenance free
•   Gives extra security at verge against 
     wind damage
•   Can be used on existing roofs 
     (‘T’ Strip only)
•   Mortar-free, eliminating wet trades 
     and associated problems
•   Unaffected by settlement or 
     differential movement
•   Neat attractive finish
•   T-strip connectors allow for 

a sprocket eaves and change in pitch 
up to 15°

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   Refurbishment or new build
•   Pitches 12.5º- 90º
•   Slates and tiles
T Strip
Suitable for use with most plain and 
profiled concrete interlocking tiles. 
For Bold Roll and Double Pantile fit
the T-strip on top of the batten.
T-strip connectors allow for a sprocket 
eave and change in pitch up to 15°.
S Strip
Suitable for all fibre cement, natural 
and synthetic slates. Up to 8mm in 
thickness
Scot Strip
Suitable for use with products shown 
on S strip, on boarded roofs with top 
of batten fixing

Material
UV stabilized UPVC

Colours
T Strip
Black
Brown
White
S Strip
Black
Scot Strip
Black

Scot Strip

‘T’ Strip

‘S’ Strip

‘T’ Strip Connector

A             B             C             D             

Uni-line Continuous 
Dry Verge
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Weight (per carton)
T Strip  22kg
S Strip  11.6kg
Scot strip 7.2kg

Dimensions (approx size)
T Strip  130mm x 94mm
S Strip  90mm x 63mm
Scot Strip 80mm x 45mm

Packaging
T-, S- & Scot Strips
4 x 5m lengths per pack
T Strip Connectors
Packs of 2
Ridge End Caps
Packs of 2

Product codes
Black T Strip KR980376
White T Strip  KR980377
Brown T Strip  KR980378
Black S Strip  KR980476
Black Scot Strip  KR980676
T Strip Connectors
Black  KR980576
Brown  KR980578
White  KR980577
Ridge End Caps
Half round
Black   KR977276
Brown  KR977236
Slate grey  KR977230
Terracotta  KR977234
White   KR977277
Uni-Angle
Black   KR977376
Brown  KR977336
Slate grey KR977330
Terracotta KR977334
White  KR977377

Regulations
Complies fully with all relevant British
Standards

Related products
The Klober Uni-Line Continuous Dry 
Verge system may be used in conjunction 
with a wet or dry ridge system of your 
choice.

‘T’ Strip             

‘S’ Strip
Batten
Underlay
Slate

‘Scot’ Strip

Scot Strip
Sarking board
Underlay
Slate

‘T’ Strip
Batten
Underlay
Concrete interlocking

‘S’ Strip            

Uni-line Continuous 
Dry Verge
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Designed to provide a mortar-free and 
secure method of fixing concrete  
interlocking verge tiles. Its neat  
interlocking design provides a consistent 
appearance that requires no maintenance.

Product features & benefits
•   Mortar free
•   All weather fixing
•   Secure mechanical fixing avoids 
     wind uplift problems
•   Quick and easy to fit – no special 
     tools required
•   Available in 5 colours to blend in 
     with roof tiles
•   Neat attractive appearance
•   Weatherproof and maintenance free
•   Unaffected by settlement or 
     differential movement
•   UV stable
•   Prevents entry of birds and large 
     insects

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   Refurbishment or new build on roofs 
     from 12.5° to 90°
•   Makes and profiles of concrete 
     interlocking tiles between  
     280-345mm batten gauge

Material
Dry Verge unit- UPVC
Eaves Closure- UPVC
Ridge Closure-UPVC
Ridge End Cap- polypropylene
Batten End Clip- stainless steel

Colours
Brown 
Slate grey 
Terracotta 

Dimensions
403mm long x 148mm wide x 70mm
deep

Weight (per carton)
14.3kg

Packaging
Dry Verge Units
10 units per pack- 5 packs per carton
Eaves Ridge Pack
2 Ridge Closures, 2 Eaves Closures and 
nails- 20 packs per carton
Ridge End Pack
2 Ridge End Caps and 4 screws- 10 
packs per carton
Batten End Clips
10 clips per pack- 5 packs per carton

Installation
Extend the tiling battens 20mm beyond the gable wall or bargeboard and nail a Batten 
End Clip to the end of every batten. Fix the Eaves Closure to the end of the fascia 
board or brickwork. Slide the first Uni-Dry Verge Unit over the Eaves Closure and the 
bottom tile. Nail into the tiling batten through the Batten End Clip.

As each successive verge tile is laid, slide on a Uni-Dry Verge Unit, engaging with the 
Unit below, and nail in position, through the Batten End Clip into the batten. 
Insert a Ridge Closure into the last Unit, interlocking the combs of each Uni-Dry Verge 
Unit at the apex. Screw fix the Ridge End Cap to the ridge batten. 

When installing onto an existing verge the old mortar between the tiles and the 
undercloak must be removed prior to the verge units being fitted. The tile battens 
must overhang the gable wall or bargeboard by 20mm and a Batten End Clip nailed 
to each batten. 

If a batten end clip is not being used we recommend that the batten is extended 
30mm over the barge board or brickwork and 40mm (minimum) x 3.25mm ring shank 
nails are used to fix the verge units. Prior to fixing the batten ends must be in good 
condition with no signs of decay.

Uni-Dry Verge
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Product codes
Dry Verge Unit left hand
Black  KR976576
Brown   KR976536
Slate grey  KR976530
Terracotta  KR976534

Dry Verge Unit right hand
Black  KR977076
Brown   KR977036
Slate grey  KR977030
Terracotta  KR977034

Eaves Ridge Closure
Black  KR973376
Brown   KR973336
Slate grey  KR973330
Terracotta  KR973334

Half Round Ridge End Caps
Black  KR977276
Brown   KR977236
Slate grey  KR977230
Terracotta  KR977234

Universal Angle Ridge End Caps
Black  KR977376
Brown   KR977336
Slate grey  KR977330
Terracotta  KR977334

Regulations
Complies fully with all relevant British 
Standards

Related products
The Klober Uni-Dry Verge system may 
be used in conjunction with a wet or 
dry ridge system of your choice

Typical verge detail

Uni-Dry Verge Unit

Batten End Clip

Dimensions
403mm

153mm 70mm

38mm

14
8m

m

Uni-Dry Verge
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Product features & benefits
• Mortar free
• All weather fixing
• Secure mechanical fixing avoids wind 

uplift problems
• Quick and easy to fit – no special 

tools required
• Available in 2 colours to blend in 

with roof tiles
• Neat attractive appearance
• Weatherproof and maintenance free
• Unaffected by settlement or  

differential movement
• UV stable
• Prevents entry of birds and large insects

Area of application
Suitable for: 
• Refurbishment or new build on roofs 

from 12.5° to 90°
• Makes and profiles of concrete  

interlocking tiles between  
260-350mm batten gauge

Material
Dry Verge unit - polypropylene 
Eaves Closure - polypropylene
Ridge Closure - polypropylene
Ridge End Cap - polypropylene
Batten End Clip - stainless steel

Colour
Brown
Slate grey

Product Codes
Dry Verge Unit Left Hand
Brown KR9785-0247
Slate Grey KR9785-0429
Dry Verge Unit Right Hand
Brown KR9790-0247
Slate Grey KR9790-0429

Dimensions
397mm long x 139mm wide x 59mm 
deep

Weight (per pack)
9.2kg

Packaging
Dry Verge Units
10 units per pack- 5 packs per carton

Refer to page on Uni-Dry Verge for 
below products

Eaves Ridge Pack
2 Ridge Closures, 2 Eaves Closures and 
nails- 20 packs per carton
Ridge End Pack
2 Ridge End Caps and 4 screws- 
10 packs per carton
Batten End Clips
10 clips per pack- 5 packs per carton

Contract Dry Verge
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Installation
Extend the tiling battens 20mm beyond the gable wall or barge board and nail  
a Batten End Clip to the end of every batten.
If a batten end clip is not being used we recommend that the batten is extended 
30mm over the barge board or brickwork and 40mm (minimum) x 3.25mm ring 
shank nails are used to fix the verge units. Prior to fixing the batten, ends must 
be in good condition with no signs of decay or splitting.
Fix the Eaves Closure to the end of the fascia board or brickwork.
Fit the first verge section ensuring that it is located onto the eaves closer.
Nail in position, through the Batten End Clip into the batten.
Clip the bottom of the verge unit in place first, then lift the top of the verge unit over 
and clip in to place.
As each successive verge tile is laid, slide on a Contract Dry Verge Unit up to the tile 
toe, engaging with the Unit below, nail in position through the Batten End Clip into 
the batten.
Insert a Ridge Closure into the last Unit, interlocking the combs of each Contract 
Dry Verge Unit at the apex.   Screw fix the Ridge End Cap to the ridge batten.  

Retro fit
If dry verge units are to be fitted to existing buildings all of the old  undercloak 
and mortar bedding should be removed prior to fixing. A timber batten can then 
be installed running from the eave to ridge, this batten should protrude 30mm over 
the barge board or brickwork/render for the units to fix into (as per step 1a).

Timber frame
If verge units are to be fitted to timber frame buildings prior to the outer weather 
covering being applied care should be taken for them to be positioned correctly so 
when the outer skin of the building is installed the verge units fit correctly and are 
not in the way of the top of the covering and the gap between the verge unit and 
the outer skin is maintained. This product should not be installed prior to the outer 
covering being installed if the eaves closer cannot be fixed.



The 3 in 1 Eaves Vent Pack provides a 
simple and economic solution to eaves 
ventilation by providing all the necessary 
components required in one pack.
Packs are available for continuous 
eaves ventilation of 10,000mm²/m and 
25,000mm²/m. A complete 6m pack 
comprises of Fascia Vents, Roll Out 
Rafter Tray and Underlay Support Tray.

Installation
The Fascia Vents are installed directly onto the fascia board and fixed using  
50mm x 3.35mm corrosion resistant nails. The Roll Out Rafter Tray is then rolled out 
over the rafters in the correct position to provide a ventilation channel above the 
insulation and fixed into the rafters using galvanized clout nails or staples.
The Underlay Support Tray is placed on top of the Fascia Vent and is nailed or stapled 
through its top edge into the rafters.

Product features & benefits
•   Quick and easy to install
•   3 Eaves products in one pack
•   Support Tray prevents ponding 
     behind the gutter
•   10mm and 25mm options 
     available

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   New build and re-roofing 
     applications
•   450mm and 600mm rafter centres

Material
Rafter Tray &             PVC
Underlay Support Tray     
Fascia Vent            polypropylene

Colour
Black

Dimensions
Underlay Support Tray
265mm wide
10mm Vent
1m/500mm x 42mm wide x 25mm deep
25mm Vent
1m/500mm x 38mm wide x 38mm deep
Roll Out Rafter Trays
6m x 300mm wide
6m x 400mm wide

Weight (per carton)
10mm Vent
300mm      2.8kg
400mm    3.8kg
25mm Vent
300mm    2.8kg
400mm    3.8kg

Packaging
Each pack contains 6 Fascia Vents, 10 
Underlay Support Trays and 1 Roll Out 
Rafter Tray sufficient to cover 6m of 
eaves.

Product codes
10mm Vent 
300mm wide rafter tray         KP990200
400mm wide rafter tray    KP990400
25mm Vent    
300mm wide rafter tray    KP966700
400mm wide rafter tray    KP966800

3 in 1 
Eaves Vent Pack
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Performance

Provides the equivalent of a continuous 10mm or 25mm opening (10,000mm2 and 25,000mm2 per 

metre run respectively) at eaves level.



Product features & benefits
•   Quick and easy to install
•   Lightweight and durable
•   Prevents entry of birds and large 
     insects

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   Closed and open rafters
•   New build and re-roofing 
     applications
•   450mm and 600mm rafter centres
•   Roof pitches over 15°

Material
High impact styrene

Colour
Black

Dimensions
600mm  620 x 430 x 18mm
450mm  450 x 430  x 18mm

Weight (per carton) 
600mm    15kg
450mm    11kg

Packaging
Ten trays per pack, sufficient for 6m at 
600mm rafter centres, 4.5m for 450mm 
rafter centres. 
100 trays per carton

Product codes
600mm  KP964900 
400-450mm KP964800

Regulations
Complies fully with all relevant British
Standards

Related products
In closed rafter situations this product 
should be used in conjunction with 
Klober’s eaves ventilation products, 
for example, Fascia Vents, Soffit Vents 
or Easy-Fit Soffit Strips

Installation
Trays are nailed or stapled to rafters, ensuring the correct positioning to provide a
ventilation channel above insulation. Direction arrow on the tray should be pointing
down towards the eaves. In open rafter situations, trays should be fitted 30-35mm
clear of the front of the brickwork to ensure adequate ventilation. Full instructions
are provided with each pack.

A simple-to-install, combined insulation 
interrupter and roof space ventilator 
with integral insect screen.

Performance

Ensures a clear ventilation channel above insulation and provides the equivalent of a continuous 

10 mm opening when installed along the whole length of eaves (10,000mm2 per metre run)

Rafter Tray
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Roll Out Rafter trays are a simple but 
effective way of preventing loft 
insulation from being pushed up to the 
underside of the roofing underlay and 
will maintain a clear ventilation path into 
the roof void from the eaves. The rafter 
trays will be suitable for 10,000 mm²/m 
or 25,000 mm²/m continuous eaves 
ventilation.

Installation
The Roll Out Trays are rolled out over the rafters in the correct position to provide a 
clear ventilation channel above the roof insulation and fixed into the rafters using 
corrosion resistant clout head nails or staples. For low pitch pitched roofs two trays 
may be joined together and if using soffit ventilation the bottom edge of the tray must 
be kept minimum 25mm from the back of the fascia board. 

Product features & benefits
•   Quick and easy to install
•   Lightweight and durable

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   300-600mm rafter centres
•   New build and re-roofing 
     applications
•   10,000 mm²/m or 25,000 mm²/m 
     continuous eaves ventilation
•   Roof pitches over 12.5°
•   Available in four widths

Material
PVC

Colour
Black

Dimensions
6m x 300mm x 55mm
6m x 400mm x 55mm
6m x 600mm x 55mm
6m x 800mm x 55mm

Weight (per carton)
300mm wide: 8.4kg
400mm wide: 7.4kg
600mm wide: 12.8kg
800mm wide: 18.2kg

Packaging
10 per carton

Product codes
300mm wide: KP971500  
400mm wide: KP975700  
600mm wide: KP971600
800mm wide:  KP971700  

Related products
•   Fascia Vents
•   Underlay Support Trays
•   Soffit vents

Regulations
•   Complies with BS5250: 2000

Performance

Ensures a clear ventilation channel above insulation and provides the equivalent of a continuous 

10 mm or 25 mm opening when installed along the whole length of eaves (10,000mm2 and 

25,000mm2 per metre respectively)

Roll Out 
Rafter Tray
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Product features & benefits
•   Discreet method of roof void 
     ventilation
•   Prevents entry of birds and large 
     insects
•   Lightweight and durable
•   500mm & 1000mm lengths available

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   New build or re-roofing applications
•   Conventional cold roofs 
     (10mm vent)
•   Warm roofs, flat roofs and pitched
     roofs below 15˚ (25mm vent) 

Material
Polypropylene
 
Colour
Black

Weight (per carton)
10mm Vent
500mm     14kg
1000mm   6kg
25mm Vent
500mm   8kg
1000mm  16kg

Dimensions
10mm Vent
1m/500mm x 42mm wide x 25mm deep
25mm Vent
1m/500mm x 38mm wide x 38mm deep

Packaging (per carton)
10mm Vent
500mm  200 pieces 
1000mm  50 pieces 
25mm Vent
500mm  50 pieces 
1000mm  50 pieces  

Product codes
10mm Vent
500mm  KP964400
1000mm  KP965200 
25mm Vent
500mm  KP964500 
1000mm  KP964300
 
Regulations
Complies with British Standards

Related products
•   Roll out Rafter Trays
•   Rafter Trays
•   Underlay Support Trays

Installation
The Fascia Vents are positioned directly on top of the fascia board with the stop 
section firmly against the vertical edge of the fascia board. The Fascia Vents are then 
fixed into the top of the fascia board through the nail holes using 50mm x 3.35mm 
corrosion resistant nails and then subsequent units fixed continuously along the 
eaves.

For fascia board heights, please contact the Technical Department.

Fascia Vents provide unobtrusive 
continuous eaves ventilation. This easily 
installed unit provides eaves ventilation 
over the fascia in new build or re-roofing 
applications. The 10mm vent is suitable 
for conventional cold roofs and the
25mm vent is suitable for warm roofs, 
flat roofs and for roof pitches below 15º.

Performance

Fascia Vent
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Available in two ventilation capacities. When installed along the whole length of eaves, 

a 10mm vent provides the equivalent of a continuous 10mm opening (10,000mm2 per metre run).

A 25mm vent provides the equivalent of a continuous 25mm opening (25,000mm2 per metre run).
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The Loft Vent Tray is easily installed from 
inside the loft to allow air into the roof 
space by preventing insulation material 
from blocking the ventilation path.

Installation
Simply flex the tray at crease and position into eaves between rafters from inside the 
loft with the ridges facing towards the underlay. Push the insulation material up to the 
tray to hold it in place. Ensure that the insulation material does not touch the roofing 
underlay. 

For wider rafter spacings, trays can be clipped together to provide 10mm airflow. 

Full instructions are provided with each pack.

Product features & benefits
•   Easily installed from inside the loft
•   Adjusts itself to pitch of roof
•   No need to disturb roof covering
•   Lightweight and durable
 
Area of application
Suitable for:
•   New build or refurbishment

Material
PVC

Colour
Black

Dimensions
700 long x 315 wide x 30mm deep

Weight (per carton)
10kg

Packaging
10 trays per pack, 5 packs per carton

Product code
KP965000

Regulations
Complies fully with relevant Building 
Regulations and British Standards

Performance

Provides a ventilation area of 10,000mm2 per metre run when installed between rafters at eaves 

level

Loft Vent Tray



Product features & benefits
•   Prevents the entry of birds and 
     vermin into the batten cavity
•   Adjustable to suit any tile profile
•   Lightweight and durable
•   Integral slots allows easy fixing
•   Allows airflow into batten cavity

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   Profiled and plain tiles

Material
Polypropylene

Colour
Black

Dimensions
1m long x 60mm x 23mm

Weight (per carton)
19kg

Packaging (per carton)
200 x 1m lengths

Product code
KP965300

Related products
•   Fascia vents
•   Underlay Support Tray

Installation
The Eaves Filler Comb is positioned over the Underlay Support Tray directly above the 
fascia board. With the Combs facing outwards, fix into top of fascia board through the 
slots provided using corrosion resistant nails along the whole length of the eaves. If a 
Fascia Vent has been installed, the Eaves Filler Comb will need to be fixed through the 
Fascia Vent into the fascia board.

The Eaves Filler Comb is a simple and 
effective way of preventing birds and 
vermin from entering the batten cavity 
below profiled concrete interlocking tiles 
whilst allowing airflow into the batten 
cavity.

Performance

Allows airflow in to the batten cavity

Eaves Filler Comb
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The Eaves Closer is a simple and 
effective way of preventing birds and 
vermin from entering the counter batten 
cavity. A simple to install one section 
eaves perimeter detail for counter 
battened roof systems.

Installation
The Eaves Closers are only required when counterbattens are located above the 
roofing underlay. They are fixed using corrosion resistant nails directly into the 
bottom edge of the counter batten at the eaves or into a continuous edge batten 
along the complete perimeter length of the eaves.

Product features & benefits
•   Prevents the entry of birds and 
    vermin into the counter batten cavity
•   Allows air movement into the 
     counterbatten cavity
•   Lightweight and durable

Area of application
Suitable for: 
•   All types of roof tile and slates  

Material
UPVC

Colour
Black

Dimensions
30mm wide x 30mm high x 2.5m long
30mm wide x 50mm high x 2.5m long
30mm wide x 60mm high x 2.5m long
30mm wide x 70mm high x 2.5m long
30mm wide x 90mm high x 2.5m long

Weight (per carton)
30mm     5.8kg
50mm     8.2kg
60mm     8.2kg
70mm     10.5kg
90mm     13kg

Packaging (per carton)
20 x 2.5m lengths

Product codes
30mm high KP3030
50mm high KP3050
60mm high KP3060
70mm high KP3070
90mm high KP3090

Related products
•   Underlay Support Tray

Eaves Closer
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Product features & benefits
•   Protects the roofing underlay from 
     UV degradation
•   Prevents ponding at the rear of the       
     fascia board
•   Highly recommended when existing 
     fascia boards are being replaced
•   Flexi hinge version available to 
     provide easier installation

Area of application
Suitable for: 
•   New build and re-roofing 
     applications

Material
PVC

Colour
Black

Dimensions
Underlay Support Trays 
1.5m long x 25cm wide x 5cm deep
Eaves Carriers 
128cm long x 28cm wide x 0.2cm high 

Weight
Underlay Support Trays    
24kg per pack
Eaves Carriers 
0.5kg per piece

Packaging (per pack)
Underlay Support Tray
With flexi hinge       20 x 1.5m lengths
Without flexi hinge  20 x 1.5m lengths
Eaves Carrier         25 x 1.275m lengths

Product code
Underlay Support Tray
With Flexi Hinge              KP973800 
Without Flexi Hinge         KP973900
Eaves Carrier -            KP3002-0450
preformed  
            
Related products
•   Fascia Vents
•   Roll Out Rafter Trays

Installation
The Underlay Support Trays are placed over the fascia board and directly nailed into 
the rafters using corrosion resistant nails. Adjoining lengths are overlapped by 
a minimum of 100mm. The roofing underlay is then laid onto the Underlay Support 
Tray ensuring the bottom edge does not go over the line of the fascia board and into 
the gutters. Fascia vents need to be fitted directly to the top of the fascia board 
prior to the Underlay Support Tray being fitted.

A simple and effective product to 
prevent the exposure of the roofing 
underlay at the eaves, which leads to 
long-term degradation of the underlay. 
The Underlay Support Trays, due to 
their rigid nature, prevent ponding 
behind the back of the fascia board.

Underlay 
Support Tray
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Klober’s Vented Eaves Protector is a
faster and easier method of ventilating
and protecting at the eaves. It consists
of a practical 1000mm Over Fascia Vent 
with integrated Underlay Support Tray 
and Eaves Filler Comb. It’s also available 
without the comb.

Installation
Locate the Eaves Protector onto the top of the fascia board, making sure that the stop 
beads, below the vent, are tight up against the front face of the fascia board. If using 
slates or roof tiles that do not require the filler comb, fix the unit into the fascia board 
using corrosion resistant nails or screws through each hole provided in the Eaves 
Protector. We recommend that if the Filler Comb is being used that it is fixed after 
the roof has been battened out prior to the commencement of the tiling. In this case 
the Eaves Protector would need to be fixed through every other fixing hole provided. 
The remaining nail holes in the unit are then used to fix the Filler Comb into the fascia 
board. The Filler Comb is placed with the combs facing outwards onto the locating 
connectors on the Eaves Protector and fixed through the holes using corrosion 
resistant nails. Continue this process the whole length of the eaves. The Eaves 
Protectors are connected together by the overlapping  engagement arrangement. 
RETRO FIT Lift the eaves course of tiles and make good any damage to underlay or 
rafter feet. Lay the Eaves Protector in place and fix, relay the existing underlay over 
the Eaves Protector and re-tile. 

Product features & benefits
•   Combined Fascia Vent, Underlay  
     Support Tray & Eaves Filler Comb. 
•   Easy to fit
•   Practical 1000mm lengths
•   Split drip section allows easy fixing 
     of gutter brackets
•   Watertight connection assembly
•   Prevents ponding behind the fascia 
     board
•   UV stable 
•   15 year guarantee
•   Prevents birds and vermin from 
     entering batten space
•   Full replacement fascia boards and 
     capping fascia boards of all sizes
•   Engineered nail/screw ports, with 
     ‘sleeves’ to guide fixings in to the 
     centre of the fascia edge
•   Unique ‘split skirt’ feature which 
     allows 240mm sections to be easily 
     lifted, enabling easy installation of 
     gutter brackets

Area of application 
Suitable for:
•   New build and refurbishment work
•   Roofs between 15 and 60° pitches
•   Flat and profiled tiles

Material
Injection moulded UV-stable
polypropylene
Environmentally friendly - made
from 100% re-processed material

Colour
Black

Dimensions
1000 mm length x 200 mm cover width

Weight (per carton)
Without comb:   13.7kg
With comb:   10kg

Packaging (per carton)
Without comb:   30
With comb:  20

Product codes
10mm without comb         KP3005-0450  
10mm with comb              KP3006-0450    
25mm without comb         KP3007-0450        
25mm with comb              KP3008-0450  

Related products
•   Roll Out Rafter Trays
•   Loft Vent Trays 

Regulations
•   Satisfies NHBC  requirements
•   Complies with BS5250: 2000

Performance

Provides the equivalent of a continuous 10mm or 25mm opening  (10,000mm2 and 25,000mm2 per 

metre run respectively) at eaves level.

Vented Eaves 
Protector
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Product features & benefits
• Provides a weathertight junction 

between differing roof finishes
• Lightweight and flexible
• UV resistant
• Safe and easy to cut

Area of application
The Bonding Strip provides  
a weathertight junction between  
two different roof finishes above  
the party wall.

Material
UV stabilised Glass Reinforced
Polyester

Colour
Grey

Dimensions
3m long x 216mm x 1mm

Weight (per pack)
16kg per 10 pcs

Packaging
Banded in packs of 10 pcs

Product codes
KR965710

Regulations
Fire tested to comply with BS476:
Part 3 SAB and Part 7 Class 3

Installation
Expose party wall by removing tiles/slates on both sides and cut the battens back on
the roof structure that is not being replaced, so that they are located above the party
wall.
Fix battens on both sides over the party wall, allowing a 75mm gap between battens
to allow for fire stop material. Fix the Bonding Gutter at 1m centres using clout
headed nails to tiling battens through 5mm drilled holes, making sure the sanded strip
is situated centrally over the party wall. Laps as per GRP Valleys.
Apply a 3:1 mortar bed to sanding strip, lay, bed and fix tiles on both sides making
sure that both tile edges are located centrally over the Bonding
Gutter and are butted together. Depending on the different tile profiles,
the joint between may require pointing using a 3:1 sand cement mix.

The Bonding Strip is an excellent way 
of providing a watertight junction above 
the party wall between different roof 
finishes when re-roofing.

Bonding Strip
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Installation
Expose party wall by removing slates/tiles on both sides and cut the battens back 
on the roof that is not being replaced so they are located above the party wall.
Place new underlay over party wall and under existing battens.
Fix battens on both sides over the party wall allowing for a 160mm gap between 
battens to allow for fire stop materials and for the dry bonding strip. Fix the dry 
bonding strip at 1m centres using large headed nails through 5mm drilled holes 
ensuring that the raised middle section is situated  directly above the party wall, 
laps as per dry valleys.
Fix new slates/ tiles by butting up against raised section of the dry bonding strip 
on both sides.

The Dry Bonding Strip is an excellent 
way of providing a watertight junction 
above the party wall between different 
roof finishes when re-roofing.

Product features & benefits
• Provides a weathertight junction 

between differing roof finishes
• Lightweight and flexible
• UV resistant
• Safe and easy to cut

Area of application
The Bonding Strip provides  
a weathertight junction between  
two different roof finishes above  
the party wall.

Material
UV stabilised Glass Reinforced
Polyester

Colour
Grey

Dimensions
3m long x 225mm x 1mm

Weight (per pack)
70mm     19kg per 10 pcs
110mm    24kg per 10 pcs

Packaging
Banded in packs of 10 pcs

Product codes
Dry Bonding Strip 70mm  KR966500
Dry Bonding Strip 110mm KR966600

Regulations
Fire tested to comply with BS476:
Part 3 SAB and Part 7 Class 3

Dry Bonding Strip
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Product features & benefits
•   Cost effective alternative to lead
•   Lightweight and flexible
•   20° maximum pitch variance
•   17.5° minimum rafter pitch
•   60° maximum rafter pitch
•   UV resistant
•   Safe and easy to cut

Area of application
Suitable for: 
•   Use on tile and slate pitched roofs

Material
UV stabilised Glass Reinforced
Polyester

Colour
Grey

Dimensions
Tile Valley Trough 360
3m long x 360mm wide x 1.1mm
Tile Valley Trough 400
3m long x 400mm wide x 1.1mm
Slate Valley Trough
3m long x 225mm wide x 1.1mm

Weight (per pack)
Tile 360          24kg
Tile 400          29kg
Slate              19kg

Packaging
Banded in packs of 10

Product codes
Tile Valley Trough 360      KR965210
Tile Valley Trough 400      KR965510
Slate Valley Trough           KR965610

Regulations
Fire tested to comply with BS476:
Part 3 SAB and Part 7 Class 3

Minimum rafter pitch 17.5°
Maximum rafter pitch 60°
Valleys can accommodate a 20°
maximum pitch variance between roof 
slopes.
Suitable for plain angles of 90° only.
Allow 150mm overlap for rafter pitches 
40°-60°.
Allow 200mm overlap for rafter pitches 
22.5°-39.5°.
Allow 250mm overlap for rafter pitches 
17.5° -22°.

GRP Valleys
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Tile Valley Trough 360 & 400 Slate Valley Trough

GRP Valleys provide a robust, durable 
and lightweight alternative to lead and 
zinc valleys.

Installation
The GRP Valleys must be laid on valley boards either cut between the valley rafters  
or a boarding 6mm thick overlaid on top of the valley rafters.
1. Lay 19mm support board cut between rafters and supported on 38 x 25mm
noggins nailed to rafters. Top surface of support board must be flush with top of
trussed rafter. Alternatively a 6mm plywood board may be installed on top of the 
rafters.
2. Position the valley battens along either side of valley.
3. Lay underlay to main roof tiles as normal to finish on top of valley battens.
4. Abut tiling battens to valley on top of the support boards and fix into position.
5. Lay valley trough, allowing overlap at joints cut to suit at ridge and eave.
6. Using clout headed nails, nail to valley battens through 8mm drilled holes,  
at approximately 1 metre intervals.
7. Lay roof tiles up to valley and cut to rake, various gaps between cut tiles to form 
open channel, dependent on pitch.
8. Bed tiles with mortar to valley trough sanded strips, ensuring water channels are
clear and interlocks are not blocked.
For Slate Valley, as above, except that slates do not need to be bedded with mortar,
but can be laid ‘dry’.



Installation
Klober Dry valley troughs are suitable for roof pitches up to 60º. Klober strongly 
recommends that where possible, plywood or other suitable valley boards should 
be used. 
The underlay material and battens should be fixed in accordance with standard 
roofing best practice with a batten running the length of the valley on each side 
to accommodate the external raised water bar section.
When starting at the bottom of the using the Klober dry valley lay a 150mm long 
GRP pre-cut valley section support should be positioned close to the eaves. 
Then cut a piece of 300 mm Easy-Form® lead replacement approximately 600 mm 
long and this should be overlaid onto the GRP pre-cut valley section (ensuring 150mm 
overlap), ensuring that the Easy-Form® is stuck to the pre-cut valley and lapped over 
the longitudinal battens. The bottom of the easy form piece should overhang the 
eaves.
The Klober dry valley troughs are fitted onto the valley boards and should be firmly 
fixed from the Easy-Form® section upwards, using suitable large headed roofing nails 
on either side of the trough and through the top flat section of the water bar, at a 
minimum of 500mm centres. All overlaps of troughs and Easy-Form® piece should be 
at least 150mm. Care should be taken to ensure that the central raised section is not 
distorted in any way and that it is positioned central to the valley.
If the valley trough finishes at a ridge section with a corresponding valley, close off 
the top piece mitre again Easy-Form® lead replacement flashing is to be used 300 mm 
x 600 mm. Overlapping the Klober dry valley troughs equally both sides (150 mm) 
again adhering the Easy-Form® to the GRP dry valley to form a neat and tidy,  
waterproof seal (as shown in photos above).  
Tiles or slates being laid into and over the troughs should be laid in accordance with 
the manufacturer’s recommendations. When cutting tiles or slates it is important 
that neither should be forced to fit. The central raised section of the Klober Dry 
valley trough should not be distorted.
Where possible the roof tiling should be planned to avoid small cut sections. 
However, in some instances small cuts will be required. Self-adhesive packers are 
supplied with the valley to support these small cuts if required. When the slating or 
tiling has being completed, the eaves closure section should be cut with a sharp 
knife or scissors to allow water discharge into the rain water gutter. It is important to 
ensure that the valley troughs are cleared of any debris on completion, so water flow 
is not impeded.

Product features & benefits
• Cost effective alternative to lead
• Lightweight and flexible
• 10° maximum Pitch Variance
• 17.5° minimum rafter pitch
• 60° maximum rafter pitch
• UV resistant
• Safe and easy to cut

Area of application
Suitable for: 
•   Use on tile and slate pitched roofs

Material
UV stabilised Glass Reinforced
Polyester

Colour
Grey

Dimensions
Tile Valley Trough 70mm
3m long x 400mm wide x 1.1mm
Tile Valley Trough 110mm
3m long x 400mm wide x 1.1mm

Weight (per pack)
Dry Valley    70mm           25kg
Dry Valley   110mm          29kg

Packaging
Banded in packs of 10

Product codes
Dry Tile Valley Trough 70mm     
KR966000
Dry Tile Valley Trough 110mm    
KR966100

Regulations
Fire tested to comply with BS476:
Part 3 SAB and Part 7 Class 3

Minimum rafter pitch 17.5°
Maximum rafter pitch 60°
Valleys can accommodate a 10°
maximum pitch variance between roof
slopes.
Allow 150mm overlap for rafter pitches 
40°-60°.
Allow 200mm overlap for rafter pitches 
22.5°-39.5°.
Allow 250mm overlap for rafter pitches 
17.5° -22°.

GRP Dry Valleys
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Product features & benefits
•   Cost effective alternative to lead
•   Lightweight and durable
•   Quick and easy to install
•   Anti capillary rib provides extra 
     watertightness

Area of application
Suitable for:
•   flat interlocking tiles

Material
UV stabilised PC

Colour
Black

Dimensions
3m x 97mm wide x 1.1mm

Weight (per pack)
10kg per 5 pcs

Packaging
Banded in packs of 5 pcs

Product code
KR972000

Klober’s Secret Gutter is a high  
per-formance secret gutter for use with 
all flat interlocking tiles which provides 
a secondary line of defence against wind 
driven rain at wall abutments.

Installation
Lay underlay and allow for 50mm turn up at abutment wall. Finish tiling battens 
55mm from wall and secure into rafter. Provide a tilting fillet at the eaves below 
the Secret Gutter to support a code 4 or 5 lead gutter outlet.
Starting from the eaves lay and fix the Secret Gutter using clout headed nails at 
approx 1m centres. The edge of the Secret Gutter will require 8mm drilled holes 
prior to fixing.
Lay the tiles as normal allowing a maximum gap of 15mm to the wall. It may be 
necessary to remove the end nib. A code 4 or 5 lead cover flashing is required 
at the ridge.
If the end rafter is less than 55mm from the abutment wall a 50 x 50mm support 
batten needs to be fixed to the end rafter. The tiling battens then need to finish 
55mm from the abutment wall and fixed to this support batten.

Secret Gutter
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Installation
A 6mm hole needs to be drilled in the desired location in the ridge tile. Push the 
protruding stud on the finial through the hole and secure on the underside using the 
wing nut provided, ensuring a tight fit between the finial base and ridge tile.

The Uni-Finials are available in two 
designs and are a cost effective and 
durable way of finishing off clay or 
concrete ridge tiles.

Circular Soffit Vent 
Product features & benefits
•   Easy circular fixing
•   Available in colours to match  
     painted or stained soffits
•   Lightweight and durable
Area of application
Suitable for installation in soffit boards 
of any thickness
Colours
Black
Dark brown
Light brown
White
Material
Polypropylene
Dimensions
75mm diameter x 13mm deep
Packaging
50 per carton
Product codes
Black   KP9642-0450
Dark brown  KP9642-0247
Light brown  KP9642-0220
White   KP9642-0900

Uni-Final
Product features & benefits
•   Cost effective alternative to clay or 
     concrete finials
•   Quick and easy installation
•   Neat attractive appearance
•   Lightweight and durable
•   Encapsulated fixing mechanism for 
     secure fixing
Area of application
Suitable for:
•   Concrete and clay ridge tiles
•   A dry ridge system
•   Universal angle or ½ round ridge tiles
Material
UV protected medium density polyethylene
Colours
Slate grey
Terracotta 
Dimensions
225mm wide x 429mm high
Weight (per carton)
Tall Ball     3.6kg
Universal Angle base   1kg
1/2 Round base    1kg
Packaging (per carton)
5 Bases
5 Tall Ball Finials
Product codes
Tall Ball Finials
Slate Grey  KR996130
Terracotta  KR996134
Universal Angle Bases
Slate Grey  KR996230
Terracotta  KR996234
½ Round Bases
Slate Grey  KR996330
Terracotta  KR996334

An easily installed vent providing eaves ventilation through the soffit in either new 
build or refurbishment.

Circular Soffit Vent
Uni-Finial

Performance

For 10mm continuous ventilation install at 200mm centres, for 25mm install at 80mm centres
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Product features & benefits
• Highly durable - metallic surface 

gives similar expected lifespan to 
lead & zinc

• Wide application area: wall  
connections, dormer & chimney 
abutments

• 4 colours to blend in with roof
• Universal - flexible material suitable 

for all tile, clay & slate profiles
• Self-fixing to dry surfaces with  

adhesive butyl strip
• No re-sale value
• Less expensive than lead
• Faster & simpler to fix than lead
• Lighter to carry than lead
• Does not suffer from wind uplift
• 10 year guarantee against  

manufacturing defect

Material
Crepped coated aluminum, PET-foil,
PET-fleece, complete coating with self
adhesive butyl

Colours
Anthracite
Dark brown
Lead grey
Terracotta

Dimensions
Roll length: 5m
3 widths: 250, 300 & 450mm

Weight (per carton)
250mm    9.9kg
300mm    11.9kg
450mm    7.2kg 

Packaging (rolls per carton)
250mm   5 
300mm   5 
450mm   2

Product codes
250mm
Anthracite  KW0250-05-0469
Dark brown  KW0250-05-0248 
Lead grey  KW0250-05-0470
Terracotta KW0250-05-0154 
300mm
Anthracite  KW0300-05-0469
Dark brown  KW0300-05-0248
Lead grey  KW0300-05-0470
Terracotta  KW0300-05-0154  
450mm
Anthracite  KW0450-05-0469
Dark brown  KW0450-05-0248 
Lead grey  KW0450-05-0470
Terracotta  KW0450-05-0154 
 

Min roof pitch          ≥10°

Resistance           does not rot, is weather-resistant, resistant to frost, ageing & changes in temperature

Temperature resistance         -20 to +80°C

Installation temperature         +5° to +40°C

Butyl adhesive         should be applied to suitable surfaces only, which are dry & dust free

UV stability          UV stable due to metallic upper surface

Thickness          1.2mm

Water column         watertight

Easy-form® is a lightweight, universal 
flashing for the sealing of abutments 
between walls and roof tiles.
 

The choice is yours!
Easy-Form® is available in four colours to blend in with the 
roof and three different widths. Its coloured acrylic coating 
does not leave streak lines on the roof covering like  
equivalent products.

Universal Flashing Easy-Form®
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Installation
Easy-Form® can be worked and laid to 
professional standards with ordinary 
tools - ruler, pencil and scissors. Easily 
mouldable, the aluminium outer 
enables Easy-Form® to fit closely and 
permanently to the roof contours. The 
self-fusing properties of the material 
mean that soldering and gluing are 
unnecessary. The sealing edge gives 
good security against rain, snow and 
dust penetration. Easy-Form® is  
adaptable to all plain and profiled  
roofing materials.

Area of application
Suitable for:
• All abutments at walls, chimneys, 

rising parts of structures such as 
dormers, fire walls and other  
abutments in the roof area

• New build or refurbishment
• All plain & profiled roofing materials

Easy-Form® Universal Flashing

Easy to form

Colour-coated and 
creped aluminium 
composite

Butyl backing

Release paper – 
divided in two or three strips

Stretchability of material 
up to 60 % (lengthwise)

Easy-form® is the universal flashing for connections on pitched roof – either for 
penetrations through the roof or other areas. The material is highly flexible, up to 
60% due to its creped aluminum structure. The material moulds easily to the 
contours of the roof and is particularly effective at corners. The butyl underside 
makes it very durable and does not suffer from any wind uplift.

Examples of different areas of usage and laying options ie as strips or soakers.

Chimney           Dormer      Abutment
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Easy-Form® tape

Easy-Form® tape is a multi-functional highly flexible tape. It can be used both inside 
and outside, creating watertight and airtight seals around penetrations, corners of roof 
windows or tears in underlays.

Installation
• Measure and cut the appropriate length of tape. Fold in half and crease lengthways 

down the centre of the tape. 
• Peel back one section of the release paper
• Apply this section before peeling back the second section of the release paper
• Shape the Easy-Form® around the contours

Product features & benefits
• Full butylon backing offers excellent 

adhesion & is highly resistant  
to ageing 

• Can be used for a multitude  
of applications on the roof 

• Quick and easy to use
• Can stretch up to 70% lengthways, 

allowing tight seals to be created 
around traditionally difficult areas  
eg roof windows, pipe penetrations

• Two widths: 60 & 90mm

Area of application 
Suitable for use:
• Both inside and outside
• Around roof penetrations  

eg TV antennae, cables, pipes
• Repairing roofing underlays  
• Around corners of skylights

Material
Crepped coated aluminium, PET fleece, 
complete coating with self-adhesive 
butylon

Dimensions
60mm wide x 10m long
90mm wide x 10m long

Packaging 
6 rolls per carton
49 cartons per pallet

Product codes
60mm x 10m  KW0060
90mm x 10m  KW0090

Colour   
Anthracite   

Related products
• Permo® air-open and vapour- 

permeable underlays
• Venduct® tile and slate vents
• Prismax® skylights

Technical data

Adhesive     Butylon

Exterior surface    Aluminium 

Thickness     0.8mm

Installation temperature   +5 to +40°C

Storage temperature    -20 to +30°C

Storage     Store in upright position

up to 70%
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Product features & benefits
• Simple & fast to install – simply bend 

in to shape and screw in place
• Highly weather-resistant
• Flat-packed to save storage space & 

facilitate transport
• Rounded edges on spikes prevent 

birds from being injured & make 
them safe to handle

• Highly durable galvanised steel

Application area
Suitable for:
• Window sills & ledges
• Signs
• Conservatories
• Security cameras
• Lights
• Edges of roofs

Material
Galvanised steel

Weight (per carton)
3kg

Dimensions
500mm long x 75mm high
Drill holes are 4.5mm in diameter

Packaging 
10 pieces per carton
100 cartons per pallet

Product codes
KB7781

Bird deterrent
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Installation

Klober’s Bird Deterrent prevents birds 
from landing and nesting on buildings 
etc. It protects the building and  
surrounding area from fouling which is 
both unsightly and dangerous because 
pavements can become slippery.  
More-over, bird droppings can carry 
disease and lead to health problems for 
humans.

1. Bend the small metal section 
which is located at the end 
of the metal fixing plate. 
 
 

2. Bend the Bird Deterrent until 
both metal fixing plates, with 
the drill holes, are directly 
over one another. 
 

3. Push the metal fixing plate 
over the small metal section 
to fix in place, as shown in 
the diagram. This will ensure 
the Bird Deterrent will not 
spring apart.

4. The Deterrent is ready to 
screw in place.

5. Install on window ledges, 
conservatories etc. It is 
recommended that sealant  
is used around penetrations 
to make watertight.
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Klober Ltd.
Unit 6F
East Midlands Distribution Centre
Short Lane
Castle Donington
Derbyshire, DE74 2HA
UK
Tel.  +44 (0)1332 813 050
Fax  +44 (0)1332 814 033
www.klober.co.uk
info@klober.co.uk

Klöber Benelux SPRL
Rue Mitoyenne 23
4837 Baelen
Belgium
Tel.  +32 (0)87 56 10 56
Fax  +32 (0)87 56 12 56
www.kloeber.be
info@kloeber.be

HPI - CZ spol. s r.o.,
Kotrčova 306
503 01 Hradec Králové
Czech Republic
Tel.  +420 (0)495 800 912
Fax  +420 (0)495 217 290
www.hpi-cz.cz
info@hpi-cz.cz

Klöber GmbH 
Scharpenberger Str. 72-90
58256 Ennepetal
Germany
Tel.  +49 (0)23 33 98 77-0
Fax +49 (0)23 33 98 77-199
Hotline +49 (0)23 33 98 77-164
www.kloeber.de
info@kloeber.de

Klöber - HPi France Sàrl
6, rue de l’Energie
67720 Hoerdt
France
Tel.:  +33 (0)3 88 68 20 60
Fax:  +33 (0)3 88 68 18 10
www.kloeber-hpi.fr
info@kloeber-hpi.fr

Klöber Italia S.r.l.
Via Miles 9/10
20873 Cavenago di Brianza (MB)
Italy
Tel.  +39 (0)2 95 33 53 01
Fax  +39 (0)2 95 33 53 00
www.kloeber.it
info@kloeber.it

Klöber - HPi Polska Sp. z.o.o.
ul. 17 Stycznia 45b
02-146 Warszawa
Poland
Tel.  +48 (0)22 35 12 900
Fax  +48 (0)22 35 12 901
www.kloeber-hpi.pl
info@kloeber-hpi.pl


